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Handbook will support principals in Massachusetts

Learning Forward is working 
with the Massachusetts 

Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education to strengthen 
and support aspiring and novice 
principals across the state. 

This project includes the 
development of a model handbook 
for principal induction and 
mentoring based on evidence-based 
practices that will provide districts 
with concrete tools and resources 
they can use to implement an effective principal induction and mentoring program. 

The handbook will include interactive learning modules aligned to the state 
leadership standards and feature topics such as developing principals as effective 
talent managers, becoming a leader for equity through anti-racist competencies, 
and strengthening the use of effective feedback and high-quality curriculum and 
instructional materials. 

Six novice and veteran principals and two university principal preparation 
program professors of color are partnering with the department on the Principal 
Readiness Advisory Council (PRAC) to support this work for the 2020-21 school year. 

Paul Fleming, Learning Forward’s senior vice president, standards, states, 
& equity, will lead the project. PRAC will provide feedback and insight on the 
development and implementation of the model induction and mentoring handbook. 

SPECIAL PASS FOR 
CONFERENCE ATTENDEES

Join Learning Forward’s virtual 
2020 Annual Conference Dec. 6-8. 
For each day that you are registered, 
you will receive a 30-day all-access 
pass to watch other sessions from 
that same day. This means you won’t 
have to miss any of the great content. 
You can extend your learning and dig 
deeper at your 
convenience.  

Move 
beyond 
sit-and-get 
listening as 
you learn 
to design, 
facilitate, and 
measure the impact of professional 
learning, with a special emphasis 
on virtual and hybrid environments. 
Interact with 124 experts leading 
more than 50 sessions over three 
days. CEUs available.

AREAS OF FOCUS
• Virtual professional learning
• Equity & excellence
• Coaching
• High-quality curriculum
• Leadership development
• Leadership practices
• Learning communities and 

networks
• Learning designs and 

implementation
• Social & emotional learning
• Research & impact

TWITTER CHAT TURNS TO TECHNOLOGY
Learning Forward recently hosted a Twitter chat on Turning to Technology, the 

theme of The Learning Professional’s August issue. Article authors and professional 
learning leaders from around the world joined us to discuss virtual coaching, how to 
use technology to build teams, and more.  

To be notified of upcoming Twitter chats, including one focused on the current 
issue, follow @LearningForward.

You can 
find this and 
other chats 
at #Learn 
FwdTLP. 

Q6: Technology has become a lifeline for all of us. How
will you make the most of it with your educators this
school year? #LearnFwdTLP #EduCoach

How will you
make the most
of technology
with your
educators this
school year?

Learning Forward
@LearningForward

Q6

PODCAST FROM LEARNING 
FORWARD INDIA 

Sandeep Dutt, chairman of 
affiliate Learning Forward India, 
hosts a podcast featuring the 
voices of leading educators. Guests 
include Steve Cardwell, Fred Brown, 
Kathy Gross, Monica Kochar, Amrita 
Dass, and many others. They share 
their insights about leadership, 
professional learning, and why they 
are passionate about education. You 
can listen to the podcast at anchor.
fm/learningforward.


